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1. Solution Overview
1.1 Drivers for Continuous Audit
Organizations are increasingly exposed to growing compliance regulations and a variety of risks such
as fraud schemes, operational inefficiencies, and errors that can lead to financial loss or. As a result,
organizational efforts to adopt innovative ways to assess and manage risk and enhance performance
are critical. That’s where data analytics and continuous auditing are helping.
If implemented properly, data analytics and continuous auditing have long been viewed as processes
that can help Internal Audit departments simplify and improve the audit process through increasing
operational efficiencies, reducing costs, and detecting potential fraud, errors, and abuse earlier—all
while providing a higher quality audit. It is also increasingly becoming a way for organizations to create
value.
The use of data analytics tools and techniques is helping to fundamentally transform and improve
audit approaches. Consider the traditional audit approach, which is based on a cyclical process that
involves manually identifying control objectives, assessing and testing controls, performing tests, and
sampling only a small population to measure control effectiveness or operational performance.
Fast forward to a continuous auditing approach using repeatable and sustainable data analytics and
the approach becomes much more risk-based and comprehensive. With data analytics, organizations
have the ability to review every transaction — not just a sampling — which enables a more efficient
analysis on a greater scale. In addition, leveraging data analytics also accommodates the growing
risk-based focus on fraud detection and regulatory compliance.
For example: Data from Kroll,
2013/2014 Global Fraud Report,
and ACFE, Report to the Nations
on Occupational Fraud and
Abuse, 2014 Global Fraud
Study,
indicate
that
organizations lose between 1 to
5% of revenue to fraud. It takes 12-36 months (median is 18 months) to detect fraud cases, and most
cases are detected by chance. Losses and costs incurred by organizations are higher the longer it
takes to detect fraud cases. Research shows that losses can be significantly reduced when IT
monitoring tools are used to detect fraud/errors.
•

•

•

•

Automated checks can be conducted in real-time and for all transactions, unlike after the fact
manual audits. This means organizations have a chance to stop fraud and errors while they
happen, reducing losses and costs.
While automated controls can handle all business transactions and check all data available,
manual work often is limited to subsets of data (both in scope and time); i.e. automation can
increase the number of detected cases.
Automated checks are cheaper than manual audit work – at least in areas where auditors
perform standard checks that are well understood and can be automated; there are areas
where only experienced auditors will find issues as the pattern is new, unusual, or simply not
implemented in a tool.
Automation takes away routine work load from auditors and experts so they can focus on new
topics.

Problems implementing a continuous audit approach are availability and quality of data, handling the
data (export, transformation, load into analytics tool), effectively leverage data analytics and apply it,
handling exceptions and false positives, implementing an efficient workflow to manage cases, and
other.

1.2 REMEDYNE Software for Continuous Audit and Case Management
REMEDYNE has developed an innovative SAP-certified solution that enables automated, continuous
control of master data and business transactions in SAP ERP and detects fraud and errors. The
software scans the data and applies pre-defined checks. Suspicious transactions and data get flagged
and an alert is created. All data for this alert is stored in a repository in the SAP ERP system. Users
(managers, experts, auditors) can access the alerts from web-enabled devices through a SAP UI5
interface that offers a consumer-grade user experience. Based on the users’ authorizations they get
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an overview on open alerts as well as details for each alert. They can update the alert and add
comments and information directly in the application. Finally, the alert is accepted or rejected,
depending on the result of the investigation. All alert and case data is archived for reporting and
review.
The library of checks built-into the
software comprises checks from
various business areas, such as
Procure-2-Pay, Order-2-Cash, and
Accounting (see figure 2 to the right).
They are based on extensive
experience and research in the field.
New checks can easily be added by
customers.
The software is fully integrated with
SAP. No (persistent) data leaves the
system, and no extra servers are
required.
The REMEDYNE add-on is based on
common SAP technology (ABAP) and
Figure 1 Built-in checks are available for several business areas
training for admins/users is minimal.

2. Solution Details
2.1 Architecture
The software consists of two add-ons: one for the SAP ERP and one for SAP NetWeaver Gateway
(NW GW) components. The NW GW is optional, and the complete solution can be installed in the SAP
ERP without any additional servers. For more information on NW GW, please refer to the SAP NW
GW Master Guide at
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_gateway20sp07/helpdata/en/82/4ad13ee9dd4d4a88e1ef8712e33aee/fra
meset.htm.
The NW GW components enable device independent access to the REMEDYNE application with a
browser (see Table 1).

Figure 2 Architecture overview: systems and software components. REMEDYNE add-ons are certified by SAP.

For the NW GW, two options are supported:
•
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•

system. For this deployment option, you need a backend system only, and not a dedicated
SAP NetWeaver Gateway central hub system.
Central hub deployment: The SAP NetWeaver Gateway core components can be deployed
in a standalone system, either behind or in front of the firewall.

Note: in the embedded deployment scenario all components are in the SAP ERP system and the
browser directly accesses the ERP system. Central hub deployment is recommended in scenarios
where clients access the application from outside the intranet.
Table 1 Supported client platforms (OS/browser, latest browser versions where not indicated otherwise)

Client OS

Client (Browser)

iOS 5.0 or higher

Safari, Web View

Android 2.3

Android Browser, Chrome, Web View

Windows Desktop (7/8, 32/64 bit)

Internet Explorer 9.0 or above

Mac OS

Safari 5.1 or above, Chrome

any

SAP GUI

The fraud detection logic is part of the SAP ERP add-on. It comprises checks that run as background
jobs in the ERP system and create alerts in a central repository (several tables) in the ERP system.
Reporting and case management is also fully integrated with the SAP ERP system.

2.2 Checks
REMEDYNE comes with pre-defined fraud and error checks (see Table 2). These checks have to be
customized (maintain company codes, thresholds etc.) and are ready to run. Additional checks can be
implemented as ABAP reports and immediately plugged & played in the REMEDYNE framework, i.e.
the custom alerts appear in the UI and case management is fully supported.
Table 2 pre-defined REMEDYNE checks available in rel. 1.2

Area

Checks

Procure-2-Pay

CpD postings above limit
Vendor data is entered when posting the invoice, therefore no segregation of
duty is in place. CpD creditors must be used for small amounts only.
Duplicate invoices
Invoices entered more than once (e.g. directly entered without check against
goods receipt) are detected using several filters. False positives are reduced by
taking into account reversals etc.
Posting date earlier than invoice date
Consistency check to identify possibly fictitious invoices.
Address data of vendor incomplete
Incomplete vendor data may cause problems in payments and vendor
relationship.
Change of creditor’s bank details before payment run
Changes can indicate diversion of payments.
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Employee and vendor share same bank account (requires HCM)
Indicator for risk of fictitious procurement. Travel expenses are excluded via
account groups.
Different payee in creditor master data
Using an alternate payee, payments can be diverted. This should only be used
in cases such as factoring or insolvency of creditor.
Creditor with bank account in different country
Payments to bank accounts in countries other than vendor’s company domicile
should be reviewed.
Duplicate vendors
Duplicate vendor master records could be used to process unauthorized or
fraudulent transactions. Furthermore vendor relationship can be affected as
well as business intelligence (e.g. revenue analysis with vendors).
User created/maintained creditor and posted an invoice
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
User created/maintained creditor and created purchase order
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
User created purchase order and the goods receipt
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
Invoice was posted on a weekend day
Invoice should be reviewed.
Vendor was created on a weekend day
Vendor data should be reviewed.
Order-2-Cash

Overdue payments higher than credit line
Exceeding the credit line increases risk of payment default. Review why
overdue payments are too high.
Use of CpD above limit
Debtor data is entered when posting the invoice, therefore no segregation of
duty is in place. CpD creditors must be used for small amounts only.
Address data of active debtor is incomplete
Incomplete debtor data may indicate fictitious or erroneous customer.
Duplicate debtors
Risks of ineffective credit limits, problems with dunning. Furthermore customer
relationship can be affected as well as business intelligence (e.g. revenue
analysis with customers).
The same user maintained the credit line and created an order for a
customer
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
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The same user created/maintained a debtor and issued a credit memo
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
The same user created/maintained a debtor and posted revenue
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
Inventory

Incoming goods without purchase order
Purchases without PO or by other movement types should not be used on a
regular basis. Risk of fictitious purchases or without involving procurement
organization (e.g. outside master contract).
Unusual movement types
Analysis of the use of movement types that can cause loss of assets (e.g.
scrapping). Rarely used types are flagged.
User created/maintained material master data and maintained movement.
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
Manual change of price in material master data
Manual changes are critical and directly affect financial reporting and should be
reviewed.
Unusual/high entries in price difference account
Indicate possible errors in POs and invoices.
Frequent retirement of assets by scrapping
This can indicate unauthorized events; approvals should be reviewed.

General Ledger

Recurring payments above limit
4-eyes principle often not applied for recurring payments.
Use of unusual transaction codes that created posting documents
Unusual transactions that created documents can indicate manipulation.
Check open accounting periods
Postings should be possible to actual (and next) month only.
Discrepancy between entry date and booking date
Differences > 60 days should be reviewed.
Debug/replace
Detect use of development tools to alter critical master/transactional data.
Discrepancy between financial year and dates in posting documents
Posting to wrong financial year/reporting period.
Documents parked longer than 12 months
Risk that document and posting has been “forgotten”.
User created/maintained G/L account and posted to it
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.
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Asset
Accounting

Asset retirement without revenue
Critical event as valuable assets could be disposed without approval.
Unusual movement types
Discover rarely used transaction types and review movements.
User created/maintained asset master record and created PO for same
asset
These functions should be separated by authorizations (segregation of duties).
Exceptions are possible and actual postings without proper SoD can be
reviewed here.

REMEDYNE is updating checks and adding new checks with each major release.

2.3 UI and Workflows
REMEDYNE’s web-UI based on SAP UI5 does not require any client installation. Users can access
the app with an SAP user and when REMEDYNE authorization objects have been assigned (in the
ERP system). The fine granular authorization concept controls which users can access alerts (readonly), add comments, and approve/reject for check areas (P2P, O2C, G/L, etc.) and for single checks.
The app also features a search function and allows to save alerts as favorites (each alert has a unique
URL).
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Users can also access the alerts in their SAP GUI and even drill down to documents and data that
helps in the case examination. While our standard workflow to add comments, approve or reject
always works out of the box, customers can define their own approval workflows in SAP ERP using
SAP Workflow.
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2.4 Security
The architecture of the solution and its security functions provide protection of sensitive data:
•

•
•
•
•
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All data rests in the SAP ERP system. No uncontrolled copies on file shares etc. as in
scenarios where data is exported and then analyzed in external tools (! data
protection/privacy/confidentiality).
It is not possible to alter data during export or data analysis (! data integrity).
The SAP authorization concept and REMEDYNE authorization objects protect access to alerts
and approval/rejection.
Using SAP standard security functions, customers can require strong authentication and/or
enable Single Sign-On (SSO) into the application.
All communication is encrypted (! confidentiality).
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3. Return on Investment, Total Cost of Ownership
REMEDYNE Fraud Prevention provides continuous audit and helps to prevent errors and fraud in
critical business processes. It also helps to identify weak processes, such as data quality issues for
important master data.
REMEDYNE’s license model is based on the size of the organization.
We also offer a free trial: setting up the software in your SAP ERP test
system is only one transport, and results are available within minutes.
Beyond direct financial returns, REMEDYNE helps detecting
weaknesses in processes and improving business processes and the
internal control system.
REMEDYNE Fraud Prevention is based on proven and well-understood
technology. It is an Add-On to SAP ERP and written in ABAP. No additional servers or software are
required.
Customers can enhance the software through own ABAP reports. REMEDYNE offers cost-effective
consulting packages to support customers in defining new controls and implementing them.
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About REMEDYNE
REMEDYNE helps customers prevent fraud and
errors.
Our software for continuous monitoring detects
compliance and risk issues in business processes,
resolves them, and increases company earnings.
REMEDYNE was founded in 2012 in Frankfurt am
Main (Germany). The company name REMEDYNE is a
combination of the words remedy and dyne. According
to the Oxford Dictionary, a remedy is a means of
counteracting or eliminating something undesirable. In
physics, the dyne is a unit of force; from Greek δύναµις
(dynamis) meaning power, force.

Contact us today: info@remedyne.com
Or visit our website www.remedyne.com to find out more information on how we can help.

REMEDYNE GmbH

Gaußstraße 5, 60316 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Geschäftsführer: Jens Kettler, jens.kettler@remedyne.com
Amtsgericht Frankfurt/M, HRB 94971, USt.ID-Nr. DE285549495

:
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